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Dear valued customer! 

 

We proudly present you the �rst newsletter of Rockmore

International Austria, and the special feature on this one will

be a part of our external sales department. 

 

  Tailor-made advises or support at the jobsite, is for us a very

important service. 

In order to maintain this service to our clients, we have

technical-sales-employees available, to support your needs

with the Know-How in the different applications and with the

experience what is possible on behalf of the production of rock

drilling tools. These features enable us, to support you with the

best possible technical help combined with high personal

efforts. 

 

Let us introduce them brie�y:

Wolfgang Deutschmann

Since more than 12 years, Wolfgang Deutschmann is

working for us as a technical advisor. 

Before joining Rockmore, he collected 20 years of

experience as a foreman in several tunneling projects all

across Europe. Just to name a few of them:

Gotthardtunnel (Switzerland), Mine Aljustrel (Portugal),

and several projects in Iceland and Finland. Wolfgang has

learned different applications and requirements from the

roots, and can support your needs in all kind of tunneling

projects, if it comes to help choosing the correct tools for

your speci�c needs. 

 

http://amxe.net/7y992nzr--6zzlimqq-tvp
http://amxe.net/7y992nzr--7pcv8h7b-s55


Wolfgang Deutschmann 

+43 664 28 15 879 

wolfgang.deutschmann@rockmore-intl.at 
 

Michael Edlinger

Michael Edlinger  is travelling since 2009 the world, on the

behalf of Rockmore, from Africa via Europe to China. His

career started, after �nishing the mechanical engineering

school, as a service technician in South Africa in the

underground coal mining sector. Afterwards he joined a



well-known manufacturer for DTH drill rigs and worked

his way through from service manager to the market-

offering-manager for CIS, India, China, Asia and Australia.

Besides of supporting local of�ces and distributors, also

the training on DTH machines and tools was a part of his

responsibilities. 

Michael will be glad to help and support all our

international customers, whenever you require help. 

 

Michael Edlinger 

+43 664 85 57 091 

michael.edlinger@rockmore-intl.at 
 

Martin Traumüller

Since 2019 Martin Traumüller is a member of the

Rockmore-team, and there to strengthen the support of

the international customers. 

Martin has also �nished the mechanical engineering

school, and at his �rst working place, he fell in love with

the mining sector. During his work he was able to improve

his skills in the development and sales of surface and

underground drilling rigs. He was handling accounts in

Europe, America and Australia, and supported the

customers helping them to choose the correct rig for the

application, followed by the startup, and if needed helping

on trouble-shooting. Martin will be also travelling for us

now the Rockmore-world, and will be available for your

requirements. 

  

Martin Traumüller                       

+43 664 40 35 259 

martin.traumueller@rockmore-intl.at



Take the bene�t from the experience and the solution

providing skills of our employees. 

We are looking forward to hearing from you! 

  

Let´s rock-more! 

Team Rockmore Austria 

  

The of�ce will be available: 

+43 3572 86 300 

austria@rockmore-intl.at

INFO

Find some more information about our products and

applications on our homepage
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